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Conflict in JerusAlem,
the threat of avariant
and chimefor change
Violence erupted again last weekbetween Israelis and
Palestinians, sparked by a (since delayed) court ruIing
over Jewish land rights in the east of Jerusalem. While
the roots of this seeminglyinterminable cycle of conflict
go back tô Isiael's foundation in 1948, the current tensions
also look suspiciously expedient for ruling politicians in
Israel, Gaza and Iran, while the new Biden administration
in Washington seems to havebeen caught completely off-
guard. Our team ofMiddle East reporters recount how the
region spiralled intoviolence, while on our Opinion pages

Jonathan Freedland says the futile normality of attrition
between Israelis and Palestinians must be challenged.
ThebigstoryPagero )

England's great leap forward from lockdown had the
uneasy feel oftwo steps back, as an outbreak ofthe India
variant 8.1.617.2 threatened to ruin hopes ofa Covid-free
northern summer, We assess the variant's likelyimpact
and its prospects for causing further havoc elsewhere. We

also hear from Taiwan, where a new outbreak has evaded
the country's "gold standard" defences, and Australia,
where borders look set to remain closed for another year.
SpotlightPdgels )

Mention Londonls Whitechapel district and one
might instinctively think of Jack the Ripper or a cheap
Monopoly property. Yet the fast-gentrifying area has
also been home for hundreds of years to a world-famous
bell foundry; which could soon become a boutique hotel.
Hettie o'Brien reports from the urban frontline ofa right
old Cockney ding-dong between property developers
and heritage campaigners.
For whom the bell tollsPdge34 )

On the cover Scenes of devastation in Gaza and

communaI viotence in lsrae[ dominated news
buttetins lastweek. Events came to a head at
the climax of a decades-long attempt by Jewish
groups to use the courts to evict Palestinian
residents from Sheikh Jarrah, which [ies at the
heart of East Jerusatem.
Photogr aphs : Haitham Imad/ EPA; Mahmud
Hams, Ahmad Gharabli, Jack Guez/AFP/Getty
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